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A B S T R A C T   

Surface determination plays an important role in XCT bi-directional length measurement, however, its effect on 
the measurement results is often overlooked or hidden by other error sources. Most of the published research in 
dimensional field used the Canny algorithm or the surface determination module in VGStudio. Both of them 
require input from the operator that can also affect the accuracy of the measurements. Alternatively, the marker- 
controlled watershed (MCW) algorithm has been proven to avoid the latter issue, however, there is no systematic 
study that evaluated the surface determination algorithm’s effect on the accuracy of bi-directional length 
measurements. In this study a two-sphere reference sample was measured using an XCT scanner and, with the aid 
of simulations, the effect of the three surface determination methods on bi-directional length measurements was 
comprehensively studied. 

The results show that in the presence of ‘streak’ artefacts, a beam hardening error, if the operator does not set 
parameters appropriately, Canny and VGStudio implementations lead to either loss of surface or large errors, 
whereas MCW avoids this issue demonstrating its process automation ability. Nevertheless, with voxel calibra-
tion, beam hardening correction and data manipulation, MCW and Canny algorithms enable accurate sphere 
radius measurements (bi-directional measurements), comparable to the accuracy of an industrial tactile coor-
dinate measuring machine.   

1. Introduction 

X-ray computed tomography (XCT) is a non-destructive three- 
dimensional (3D) measurement technique used in industry to evaluate 
components with complex geometries and out of site or internal features 
[1–5]. The lack of international measurement standards able to provide 
prescriptive guidelines for the use of XCT as a traceable dimensional 
measurement tool [6] restricts the industry implementation of XCT as a 
dimensional measurement tool. In an attempt to develop such guide-
lines, traceability studies [5,7], reviews [8–14], and interlaboratory 
comparisons [15,16] have been published in recent years, mostly 
covering the X-ray source [17,18], reconstruction [19], detector [20], 
comparison with traceable instruments, such as coordinate measuring 
machines (CMM) [7,16,21–25], and using smooth reference samples [6, 
15,26,27] that evaluate the overall ability of XCT to measure the shape 
and form of components. Nevertheless, most of the published work 
overlooked the influence of surface determination algorithms (SDA) 

[28] on bi-directional length measurements [16,29–32]. The role of 
SDAs is to find, often with sub-voxel resolution, the boundary situated in 
the transition area between the background and the object, i.e. the 
surface. 

Despite the importance of the surface determination process, the 
commercial software commonly used in industry and research does not 
allow to evaluate the magnitude of the effect of different error sources 
on the length measurements – i.e., commercial SDA is regarded as a 
black box – hindering the development of complete measurement 
models. For example, a typical error is beam hardening caused by the 
reconstruction process, which assumes a linear attenuation of the X rays 
as they pass through the material [33]. Most of X-ray sources are poly-
chromatic; hence, their attenuation coefficient is both energy and 
material-dependent, thus not linear. Beam hardening leads to material 
dilation [34–40], which can seriously affect the SDA output [13,41–43]. 

Previously, Canny, marker-controlled watershed (MCW) and the 
surface determination module available VGStudio Max (VG), a 
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commercial software, were reviewed [44] and it has been demonstrated 
that, for the 2D case, MCW can reduce the SDA errors and eliminate the 
errors associated with the operator’s input [28]. However, the signifi-
cant size of the XCT volumetric data leads to additional challenges, such 
as the implementation of algorithms, computer memory and processing 
time. For example, the interpolation to obtain sub-voxel location of the 
surface, can reach 1 TB of data size for a volumetric data of 500 × 500 ×
500, when dividing a unit voxel length to 10 with double precision 
numerical resolution. Hence, another approach to obtain the surface 
with sub-voxel refinement is required for volumetric data processing. 

The aim of this work is to evaluate the accuracy of Canny, VG and 
MCW in the 3D XCT sphere radius measurement context, a type of bi- 
directional length measurement. The next section details the method-
ology adopted during the investigation, which includes details about the 
SDAs trials, measurements and simulations used to optimise the SDAs 
output. The trials results and detailed discussions are presented in the 
third and fourth sections, respectively. Finally, the last section includes 
the summary of the main findings and conclusions. 

2. Methodology 

Canny implementation [7,45–55] – Canny uses a pair of normalised 
thresholds, low and high, to select the local maxima computed from the 
gradient image. The hard edge comprises of the maxima larger than the 
high threshold. The maxima smaller than the low threshold are discarded 
along with the maxima seating between the high and low threshold that 
is not connected to the hard edge. Canny threshold values used in pre-
vious research are often missing, impeding data reproducibility and the 
evaluation of the associated errors. To overcome these issues, nine trials 
with different thresholds are reported here, see Table 1: C1 to C5 are 
characterised by a small difference between low and high threshold 
values, whereas C6 to C9 have larger high-low threshold gaps. 

VG implementation – VG employs a surface determination method 
based on the Steinbeis [56] algorithm, which provides an initial surface 
using a global threshold value (ISO50 [57]) within two regions manually 
selected, one for the background and one for material, then derives the 
final position of the surface by looking for the greatest gradient of the 
grey value within a pre-set search distance [58]. The effect of VG 
threshold and the search distance selection were rarely documented. To 
investigate the influence of these inputs, VG algorithm was tested using 
a Taguchi plan [59–61], where four commonly used settings in VG were 
considered: voxel search distance, background and material selection, 
and ‘iterative surface determination’, as shown in Table 2. For back-
ground and material selection, the term ‘away from edge’ indicates that 
the region of interest was selected at least 100 voxels away from the edge 
and ‘close to edge’ was within 100 voxels from the edge. 

MCW implementation [28] - MCW first creates foreground and 
background markers with closing and erosion using the cubic struc-
turing element built in MATLAB strel(’cube’,num), where num is 
the structuring element size), followed by gradient and geodesic trans-
formation, watershed transformation and voxel refinement, which are 
described in Ref. [28]. Four trials of MCW are listed in Table 3. The 
initial thresholds were estimated either automatically (ISO50) or 

manually (threshold corresponding to material peak). 
Reference material: To evaluate the influence of SDAs on the XCT bi- 

directional length measurements, this work used a combination of XCT 
measurements and equivalent simulations of a physical reference sam-
ple (RS) and of a virtual reference (VR), respectively (see Fig. 1). The 
simulations were used to unpick the effect of measurement noise, beam 
hardening and beam hardening correction on the SDAs, which is not 
possible to separate from actual measurements. 

The RS was a calibrated two-sphere titanium sample (density of 4.5 
g/cm3), placed on a supporting aluminium platform (density of 2.7 g/ 
cm3), providing both centre-to-centre (uni-directional) and spheres radii 
(bi-directional) reference length measurements [7,45–55]. Dimensional 
measurements were made using an F25 Coordinate Measuring Machine 
(CMM) fitted with a 0.3 mm diameter ruby ball tip. Measurements were 
made in the temperature range 20 ◦C ± 0.1 ◦C. The upper hemisphere of 
each sphere was contacted in a regular pattern of one hundred and 
fifty-six points, with a Gaussian substitute sphere fitted to the points. 
The RS calibration results, and their associated expanded uncertainties, 
are.  

• Sphere 1 radius (2.540 8 ± 0.000 4) mm  
• Sphere 2 radius (2.540 9 ± 0.000 4) mm  
• Centre-to-centre distance (7.965 6 ± 0.000 4) mm 

The expanded uncertainty is based on a standard uncertainty 
multiplied by a coverage factor k = 2.14, providing a confidence 

Table 1 
The threshold settings for the Canny algorithm.  

Trials Low threshold High threshold 

C1 0.0 0.2 
C2 0.2 0.4 
C3 0.4 0.6 
C4 0.6 0.8 
C5 0.8 1.0 
C6 0.1 0.6 
C7 0.3 0.9 
C8 0.1 0.4 
C9 0.5 0.9  

Table 2 
Taguchi orthogonal array for VG.  

Trials Voxel search 
distance/voxel 

Background 
selection 

Material 
selection 

Iterative surface 
determination 

VG1 2 Away from 
edge 

Away from 
edge 

on 

VG2 2 Close to edge Close to 
edge 

off 

VG3 4 Away from 
edge 

Away from 
edge 

off 

VG4 4 Close to edge Close to 
edge 

on 

VG5 10 Away from 
edge 

Close to 
edge 

on 

VG6 10 Close to edge Away from 
edge 

off 

VG7 20 Away from 
edge 

Close to 
edge 

off 

VG8 20 Close to edge Away from 
edge 

on  

Table 3 
Parameter setting for 3D MCW algorithm.  

Trials Initial estimate Cubic structuring element size (voxels) 

MCW1 Automated 20 
MCW2 Automated 40 
MCW3 Manual 20 
MCW4 Manual 40  

Fig. 1. Reference sample (RS) left and virtual reference (VR) right.  
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probability of approximately 95%. 
The distance between the centres of the two spheres were used to 

calibrate the voxel size, which is essential in the adjustment and cali-
bration of the sensitivity of the scales of the XCT [43,62,63]. The 
centre-to-centre measurements minimise the effect of the errors intro-
duced by the SDA and material effects, such as beam hardening [43,62, 
63]. Note that in traditional tactile coordinate metrology uni- and 
bi-directional are point-to-point measurements, whereas here the sphere 
centre distance and the sphere diameter are considered. 

The VR was realised by a simplified CAD model of the RS, having the 
same dimensional characteristics and material properties. The VR was 
generated using aRTist V2.1.0 [64]. The mesh surface of the VR consists 
of a set of 556,110 triangles, which is a compromise of computational 
cost and accuracy for the following simulation purposes. A compre-
hensive review of 3D mesh surfaces is provided in Ref. [65]. 

XCT measurements: The RS was measured three times by a Nikon XT 
H 225 M, fitted with a four-megapixel flat panel detector and using the 
following nominal scanning parameters: voltage 60 kV, current 100 μA, 
number of projections 3142, magnification 8, voxel size 25 μm, filter 0.5 
mm Cu. 

XCT Simulations: aRTist V2.1.0 was used to simulate the XCT mea-
surement of the VR in various conditions, which are presented in 
Table 4. The simulations replicated the key experiments scanning pa-
rameters used in the measurements of the RS using a Nikon XT H 225 M 
instrument, including noise (level of 1.05). Simulation 1 represented an 
ideal situation and was used to benchmark the other four simulations. 
The simulations helped to investigate beam hardening and noise effects 
that could not be derived from the measurement of RS. The scattering, 
focal spot size effects were evaluated by comparing the measurement 
results and simulations, which did not account for these two error 
sources. 

Data processing: The experimental and simulation projection images 
were used to generate volumetric data as follows.  

• A shading correction was applied to the 2D measurement projections 
[2] and a field correction was applied to the 2D simulated projections 
[64].  

• The beam hardening correction (BHC), based on the linearisation 
method [37], was applied in MATLAB 2019b to the experimental and 
simulated 2D projections corresponding to Simulation 4, to be able to 
compare the SDAs output with and without BHC.  

• CTPro 3D Version XT 5.4 reconstruction software, developed by 
Nikon Metrology, was used to reconstruct volumetric data from the 
2D projection images. (Note that because BHC was applied in 
MATLAB 2019b, the noise reduction and BHC available in CTPro 3D 
VersionXT 5.4 were disabled). 

• The volume data, including the two spheres and excluding the sup-
porting materials, consisting of 700 × 300 × 300 voxels, was 
exported in a ‘.vol’ file format (246 MB) and used to evaluate SDAs. 

Canny and MCW have been applied in MATLAB 2019b after a voxel 
refinement was performed with a window size of three voxels, as 
explained in Ref. [66]. 

The sphere radii estimates for each SDA trial were compared to the 
corresponding calibrated values. MCW and Canny sphere radii were 
calculated in MATLAB R2019b using a least square fitting algorithm 
[67]. The radii calculation for VG was performed using the sphere 

determination module available in VGStudio MAX 3.2.5 [68], in which 
the fit points were selected automatically with an error threshold of 
fitting points set at 0.15 mm and within two iterative processes, allowing 
a better comparison with the MATLAB results. The VG sphere determi-
nation module was used eight times to calculate the radii means and the 
associated standard deviations. The VG radius calculation was also 
performed using MATLAB R2019b least square fitting algorithm, and the 
results were found to be 50 nm different compared to sphere determi-
nation module available in VGStudio MAX, possibly due to the differ-
ences in the algorithms used to estimate the radius. 

The radii were estimated using the XCT measurements of the portion 
of the spheres sitting above the holding material of the reference sample, 
which also coincided with the sphere portion measured during the RS 
calibration. As there was no holding material present in the XCT simu-
lations, the sphere radii were evaluated using the whole sphere. 

3. Results 

Fig. 2 presents summary results of the SDA trials, i.e. sphere radius 
errors, implemented in simulations and, for indication only, one mea-
surement of sphere 1 (note that a summary of measurement results is 
presented at the end of this section). Simulation 4 results with and 
without BHC correspond to the measurement results with and without 
BHC, respectively. Simulations 1 to 3 provide an indication of the effect 
of noise and polychromatic X-ray spectrum on the radii estimates. All 
SDAs were assessed using the same volumetric data; however, the Canny 
and MCW sphere interpolation method was different from the VG. VG 
radius calculations using the MATLAB 2019B sphere interpolation 
method, which are not shown in Fig. 2, lead 50 nm smaller mean radius 
errors across all VG results. The standard deviation associated with the 
residual of the Canny and MCW point cloud after sphere fitting was 2 
μm, while standard deviation of VG data was 1 μm. 

3.1. Summary of canny trials 

C1 and C5 trials were found to be the most problematic. C1 was not 
able to discriminate between the edge of the spheres and the edge of the 
support material when applied on the XCT measurement of RS due to the 
low value of the high threshold (see Fig. 3 – C1). In contrast, C5 failed to 
return any surface (see Fig. 3 – C5) in the XCT measurement with BHC 
case and some of the simulations, as both thresholds were set too high. 

Apart from C1 and C5, all other Canny trials successfully detected the 
surface of the RS and VR; measurement results with BHC yielded small 
radius errors. In addition, it was found that there was no significant 
difference between simulation 2 and 3, possibly because the noise only 
increased the dispersion of the surface point cloud and did not 

Table 4 
Simulation conditions.  

Simulation id Spectrum type Noise level set Cu filter/mm 

1 Monochromatic 0 0 
2 Polychromatic 0 0 
3 Polychromatic 1.05 0 
4 Polychromatic 1.05 0.5  

Fig. 2. Summary of SDA trials for both one measurement of sphere 1 and 
simulations. 
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contribute to the dilation or erosion of the spheres. 
Without any filter or BHC (Simulation 2), a gradual increase of the 

lower threshold value in the Canny algorithm led to an increased loss of 
surface data around the streak artefacts, as shown in Fig. 4, resulting in a 
smaller radius deviation compared with other Canny threshold settings. 

Loss of surface data did not occur in measurement after BHC. The 
measurement results were mirrored in simulation 4 with BHC where the 
streak artefacts were eliminated, and no gaps were found. 

The best results were obtained in C4 trial. 

3.2. Summary of VG trials 

For both the measurement and simulations, the sensitivity of VG 
algorithm to the user-defined threshold decreased after applying BHC. 
For the measurement with BHC, VG2 provided the lowest magnitude 
error. 

Without BHC, the increase in the search distance led to material 
dilation – see trials VG5 to VG8 and the low and high search distance led 
to up to 1 μm difference in radii, with lower error for the low search 
distance, highlighting that the beam hardening effect was a primary 
contributor to the bidirectional measurement errors. 

Simulation 3 led to incorrect surface detection around streak arte-
fact, see Fig. 5. Trials VG1 and VG3 had the background and material 
ROI away from the edge, such that the surface around the streak artefact 
was departing from the edge of the sphere. In VG2 and VG4 cases, 
background and material ROI were closer to the edge, but VG identified 

an additional boundary, which does not belong to the sphere. Only the 
increase in voxel search distance was able to effectively determine the 
boundary around the sphere (from VG5 to VG8). Nevertheless, radius 
calculation automatically disregarded the regions affected by large er-
rors in VG1 to VG4, leading to lower radius values compared with the 
rest of the trials VG5 to VG8, in which the ‘streak’ affected zone was 
included in the radius calculation. 

The best radius measurement results were obtained in VG4 trial. 

3.3. Summary of MCW trials 

MCW successfully detected the surface in all cases and there were no 
differences for different MCW trials. When applied to simulations with 
BHC, MCW yielded relatively small radius errors. 

Fig. 6 is the surface result by MCW. By comparison with Fig. 4 
(Canny) and Fig. 5 (VG), MCW trials had no problems when dealing with 
the ‘streak’ artefact. 

Following SDAs trials, C4, MCW and VG4 were used to determine the 
spheres surface for all three XCT measurements. Fig. 7 presents the mean 
of the mean radius errors of the two spheres and their associated com-
bined standard deviations of the mean. 

4. Discussions 

Fig. 8 presents the schematic methodology of the following discus-
sions and illustrates the areas that have been covered previously by 
other researchers. 

4.1. Measurements without BHC (x) vs measurements with BHC (⋄) 

The difference between measurements with and without BHC 
recorded in VG4 case was (−9.5 ± 1.1) % of the voxel size (VS), 
demonstrating that beam hardening has a dilation effect, which cor-
roborates with the results reported by Tan [37] (−12.8% of VS) per-
formed with a Cu filter and BHC. The magnitude of this difference was 
marginally larger in Tan’s case possibly because of different measure-
ment conditions: power, magnification, material (steel), BHC (poly-
nomial) and VG parameters (not specified in Ref. [37]). The polynomial 
BHC is known to ‘over-correct’ the data [37] when the magnitude of its 
coefficients is not appropriately optimised. 

4.2. Polychromatic simulations without BHC (o) vs monochromatic (✳) 

Lifton [69] (Material: Al, Cu filter, VS = 63.5 μm, cylinder mea-
surement, VGStudio) found that the difference between monochromatic 
and polychromatic was −20% VS with VG while in this research was 
−16% VS, although for Canny and MCW the differences were −5.6% VS 
and −8.4% VS, respectively, which is likely to be caused by the ‘cupping’ 
effect [13,41–43]. 

The difference between VG and MCW/Canny can be attributed to 
errors that usually appear in the polychromatic XCT measurement of 
multiple adjacent objects [50], here for example the two adjacent 
spheres (see the two protruding parts on each sphere in Fig. 9). Under 

Fig. 3. Example of Canny results applied to the measured data with BHC.  

Fig. 4. C3 surface result on Simulation 2 (marked as “O” in Fig. 2).  
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the monochromatic condition, there were no such errors. 

4.3. Measurement without BHC (x) vs polychromatic simulation without 
BHC (▹) 

Without BHC, the radius measurement errors were consistently 
higher than their corresponding simulations (Simulation 4 without 
BHC), (1.5 ± 0.8) % VS for VG, (1.6 ± 0.5) % VS for Canny and (2.7 ±
0.7) % VS for MCW. In this work, the difference between the simulations 
and experiments without BHC is likely due to the effect of scattering [29, 
43] and the finite focal spot size [20,43,70,71] that lead to material 
dilation and were not included in simulations due to the complexity of 
the error model and computational cost. In addition, higher attenuation 
increases the contrast of the edge and therefore can also cause material 
dilation [41,43]. Lifton [69] (Cu filter, VS = 49 μm, VGStudio) reported 
a difference of 31.63% VS between measurements and simulation of an 
outer radius of a lower density cylinder, (aluminium), which was not 
found in this work. Lifton’s difference between measurement and sim-
ulations were likely to be due to the improper voxel size calibration in 

Fig. 5. VG trials for simulation 3.  

Fig. 6. The result of all MCW trials generated using MATLAB 2019b. (Mea-
surement with copper filter, no BHC). 

Fig. 7. Summary XCT results of three repeated measurements (mean radius 
errors and their associated standard deviations) using the optimised SDA: ×

Measurement – with copper filter – no BHC; ◊ Measurement – with copper filter 
– with BHC. 

Fig. 8. The discussion comparison flowchart.  

Fig. 9. Simulation 2 - polychromatic simulations reconstruction result.  
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the experimental work. 

4.4. Measurement with BHC (⋄) vs simulation with BHC (▯) 

With BHC, the difference between measurement and simulations 
change sign and slightly increase in magnitude for Canny and MCW case 
and doubles in VG case, compared to without BHC results. Nathanael 
[43] reported a difference between measurement and simulation (ma-
terial: steel, VS = 50 μm, Cu filter of 2 mm, VGStudio) of 8% VS, twice 
larger than the one observed here. The difference between Nathanael 
[43] and this work could be attributed to the difference in BHC imple-
mentation, voxel calibration, and material density. 

4.5. Monochromatic (✳) vs simulation with BHC (▯) 

The monochromatic results should be nominally identical to poly-
chromatic with BHC, assuming that BHC is able to entirely eliminate the 
beam hardening effect. 

Tan’s [72] study (material: steel, VS = 39 μm, Cu filter of 2 mm, 
VGStudio, BHC with different polynomial coefficients) reported radius 
errors ranging from (1.2–10) % VS between polychromatic with BHC 
and monochromatic simulations. Lifton [69] reported a radius differ-
ence of 12% VS for an Al sample and 24% VS for Ti sample In this study, 
VG4 recorded, 1% VS, for Ti. This shows that the component density is 
not a major contributor but rather the type of BHC and VG parameters 
selection is the major source of potential errors. 

In monochromatic case, VG appears to erode the material. Nathanael 
[43] also used similar settings in VGStudio to the ones used in VG4 trial 
and concluded that the smoothing operation on the projection image 
before XCT reconstruction caused material erosion. However, in this 
study Canny and MCW show material dilation. Nevertheless, Canny and 
MCW used the least square fitting from MathWorks [67] to determine 
the sphere, while VG used its in-built iterative sphere determination 
algorithm. Unfortunately, VGStudio does not provide open access to the 
software, hence the hypotheses related to reconstruction erosion effect 
cannot be assumed just assessing the VGStudio results. 

5. Conclusions 

3D XCT measurements and simulations were conducted to evaluate 
the effect of SDA, noise and beam hardening on the accuracy of the 
radius measurement of a sphere, a bi-directional length measurement. In 
practice, surface determination is implemented with the help of a 
commercial software (VG) VGStudio or using Canny algorithm in Mat-
Lab. Both of these two surface determination implementations require 
input from the operator, which can lead to errors. MCW has been pro-
posed as an alternative 2D SDA, because it does not need a specific 
operator input. 

To examine and compare Canny, VG and MCW ability to provide 
accurate sphere radius measurements, all three SDAs were subject to 
different trials designed to find the optimal software setting parameters. 

Canny trials were conducted to establish the optimal low and high 
threshold values and, apart from two extreme cases – low threshold too 
low or too high, the algorithm performed well in terms of radius errors. 
Nevertheless, the surface data around artefacts ‘streak’ artefact was lost 
without beam hardening correction. 

VG trials showed a sensitivity to the search distance without beam 
hardening correction. An increase in the voxel search distance led to a 
sphere dilation. A small voxel search distance led to errors around the 
‘streak’ artefact, but without loss of surface data. 

MCW trials provided similar results in all trials, demonstrating that 
the algorithm implementation can be fully automated. In addition, MCW 
did not encounter issues around ‘streak’ artefacts - no data loss, no major 
errors. 

This study shows that with proper scanning, calibration and data 
manipulation, such as Cu filter setup, beam hardening correction and 

SDA, XCT can provide accurate bi-directional length measurements. For 
example, Canny and MCW radius errors after beam hardening correction 
were found to be below 600 nm. VG errors were found to be twice as 
large, yet less than 5% of the voxel size. Unlike previously published 
work [43,69], the accuracy of the results was improved because the 
voxel size was calibrated using the same reference sample, i.e. XCT was 
used as a comparator. 

As previously recorded in literature, without BHC, polychromatic X- 
rays lead to a dilation of the sphere [42]. Simulations showed that the 
VG radius difference between polychromatic and monochromatic beam 
was 16% of voxel size, close to Lifton’s [69] work (20% of voxel size). 
Nevertheless, Canny and MCW corresponding differences were half of 
the VG difference. 

In practice, with a polychromatic beam, the dilation effect can be 
mitigated with a Cu filter, but not sufficient, and an appropriate beam 
hardening correction algorithm has to be used to improve bi-directional 
length measurements. Even with the Cu filter and beam hardening 
correction, simulations show that there is a clear difference between the 
output of different SDAs, Canny and MCW results being situated closer 
to the simulated monochromatic response. 

Previously it was hypothesised that the 3D reconstruction can lead to 
an erosion effect [43], the conclusion was based on VG analysis. Here, 
Canny and MCW led to a small dilation and VG to a small erosion in the 
monochromatic and polychromatic with Cu filter and BHC studies. 
However, all the experimental results after BHC indicate erosion, which 
indicate that there are other underlying errors affecting the measure-
ment results, not simply the reconstruction. 

Although, in this work the measurement was limited to a Ti sample, 
by comparing the results with previous findings in Ref. [72], it was 
found that beam hardening correction was the main source of errors. 

Overall, all three surface determination implementations tested 
showed good sphere radius measurements (bi-directional measure-
ments) performance, however, Canny and MCW were found to be 
marginally better compared to VG. At the same time, Canny and VG 
appear to determine the surface with errors or gaps around the ‘streak’ 
artefacts. The magnitude of the errors reported here may change when 
measuring complex shapes and rough workpieces. 

The MCW algorithm used in this study can be accessed through the 
Cranfield University repository (CORD) at: https://doi.org/10.1 
7862/cranfield.rd.24160512.v1. 
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